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Today’s Webinar

The webinar is recorded & you will get a copy of the slides.

It will be approximately one hour long.

We will start by reviewing content on the slides. We will end with a 

10-15 minute demo of the Qualtrics reporting dashboards.

Phones are muted due to the large number of attendees, use 

the text box to type questions.

We will try to answer relevant, group-oriented questions at the end.

Kaitlin will respond to you directly after the webinar if we run out of time or 

your question is specific to your center.

Please complete the feedback survey in the follow-up email!

General implementation/survey collection topics were already 

covered in the Part One Webinar on June 28th



Training Materials in Addition to Webinars
OMS Training Section on NCA Members Only Website

http://nationalchildrensalliance.org/members/oms

Otherwise, materials were included in your OMS Start-Up Email or can be 
requested by emailing OMScoordinator@nca-online.org

• Administrative Guide with screenshots & step-by-step instructions

• Two-page Quick Start Guide with most important steps

• Various special-topic guides, scripts, templates (now also included as an 
appendix in the Admin Guide)

• Cheat Sheet of Qualtrics Report Buttons 

Paper surveys are included in your OMS Start-Up Email or you can request 
them by emailing OMScoordinator@nca-online.org.  They are not publicly 
posted, as some centers have requested additions.

Reminder: If your center 
needs extra custom 

items added to your surveys 
(for a funder, etc.), contact 

the OMS Coordinator or your 
State Chapter. Kaitlin will 
program into the online

system, give you an updated 
paper copy, and add to
online reports in your 

account.

http://nationalchildrensalliance.org/members/oms
mailto:OMScoordinator@nca-online.org
mailto:OMScoordinator@nca-online.org


Why is Program Evaluation Important?
• Make improvements

• Data-informed decisions:
• Maintain or expand effective parts

• Change or remove ineffective parts

• Engage participants

• Provide feedback to staff

• Meet accountability requirements
• Expectation for many funders – current and potential

• Other stakeholders: boards, donors, policy-makers

• Raise awareness
• Promote successful practices

• Contribute to the organization & the field
• Add to existing knowledge about what does and does not 

work, for both internal and external uses



The Bigger Picture
❖ Statistics and results from programs like OMS are also included in 

aggregated state, regional, and national reports.

❖ NCA and Chapters use this data to advocate for YOU

o We need this data to show why CACs are so important

o This allows us to fight for the resources your program needs to survive and thrive

o Helps CACs stand out from other programs 

❖ This is why we need ALL centers to follow best practices in data 
collection and make the best use of this valuable resource.

o The more data you collect, the harder we can fight for you

Your State



How can CACs use data?

Improve Services

• Establish common goals, ensure all staff are working toward these goals
• Communicate current trends and desired outcomes to staff members

• Identify strengths and areas for improvement – prioritize resources

• Find out which parts of your CAC are working well

• Continue or expand effective services

• Provide positive feedback to staff, celebrate successes

• Fix problem areas

• Identify services with low numbers, get the data to back up “gut feelings”

• Reconsider current practices that may be unsuccessful and show staff why 
“business as usual” is not working, with data to back it up

• Make the case for additional funding, staffing, or other resources



“Good” vs. “Bad” Performance on OMS

Each CAC may have different interpretations of their results, but here are 
some overall points to keep in mind

• # of Surveys Collected:  Some states or individual CACs may choose to set 
targets or goals for number or percent of surveys to collect.  This might be to 
encourage staff, perhaps finding the current number and pushing for a 
reasonable increase in the next timeframe.  This is not just a quota, though –
every family should have the opportunity to share feedback!

• Demographics of Children/Team Members: Each survey starts with basic 
questions about the child (gender, race/ethnicity, age) or team member 
(professional discipline, years working with CAC model, county/jurisdiction).  This 
is meant to be compared to data you already have in your CMS about clients 
served and information you already know about your team.  Do the percentages 
line up (approximately)?  Are any group over- or under-represented?  How you 
better reach all groups?



“Good” vs. “Bad” Performance on OMS, cont.
• Comparison to Past Timeframes:  Reports allow you to filter results for specific 

timeframes.  If you run a report for all surveys collected in 2016 and then you run 
a report for all surveys collected in 2017, what differences do you see?  Have 
some items improved?  Have other items deteriorated?  How can your team 
celebrate these successes or find solutions to trouble areas?

• Comparison to State, Regional, and National Trends: This is when the 
benchmarking tabs on your reports will be especially helpful.  They can also be 
filtered by date, so you can see if you have improved relative to the larger group 
as well in given timeframes.  

• “Healing, Justice & Trust” National OMS reports from NCA are created 
annually and highlight trends in the field that we believe are most essential 
in terms of successes in our field and areas the field should focus on.  We use 
this data to create training and technical assistance programs as well!

• Share results with your team!  You may not wish to share every data point, 
depending on the situation/group, but find ways to highlight successes and ask 
for assistance on areas needing improvement.  



How to Handle Negative Feedback
• Evaluation reveals both areas for improvement AND areas of success.  

Negative results should not be viewed as failures, but rather opportunities 
to learn and improve.

• Some negative feedback is inevitable.  We provide services in a challenging 
field and there may be many reasons that caregivers or team members are 
dissatisfied.

• Issues within your direct control: Share feedback with staff & brainstorm 
solutions

• Partner issues: Inform team members about any trends you are seeing 
(i.e. lack of follow-up, misinformation, etc.)

• Issues outside your control: Acknowledge the feedback and inform any 
stakeholders on the possible reasons why families may feel this way.



How can CACs use data?

Raise Awareness & Engage Partners

• Enhance public image of CACs

• Add statistics to public awareness campaigns and social media

• Include results as part of flyers and brochures provided on-site or 
distributed by community partners

• Remind partners why the CAC is so important

• Engage professionals from partner agencies to increase involvement in 
the MDT/CAC.

• Show partners that your families value the services of your CAC, using 
feedback from clients and other data showing how many families 
benefit from this work.

• Engage board members

• Provide boards with information to use in planning and evaluation

• Need to hire a new staff member?  Show them why, with data and 
feedback from families and team members.



Safe Shores (DC) Fundraising Materials



NCA Annual Brief Report



How can CACs use data?

Increase Funding & Other Resources 

• Improve likelihood of securing and retaining funding
• Funders expect to see the numbers behind your requests/reports

• Data can be used for grant applications, including public and private grants

• Individual and corporate donors also want to know how their money is being 
used, so show them the impact of your work with the numbers to back it up.

• Build partnerships with other organizations
• Show other organizations, such as other community-based programs and research 

institutions, that your CAC would make an effective partner.

• See an funding opportunity related to your work?  Consider partnering with 
another agency on the proposal and improve your chances of success.

• Support changes in legislation
• CAC data is combined into state, regional, and national statistics used by State 

Chapters and NCA, which we use to show state and federal representatives why 
CACs are so valuable.

• Provide statistics to representatives to use in their fight for changes in legislation



OMS Spotlight on a Participating CAC
How do you use your results?  Who do you share them with and what has the reaction been?

Caregiver Surveys:

“We have used the results of these surveys for funders.  In particular, the Victims of Crime 
Act (VOCA) and [State] Health and Human Services.  This is a great way to show the 
results of our services according to the families we serve! This helps funders see what an 
amazing job we do and helps our staff see what areas we may need to improve in.”

“For our staff some of the great outcomes have been the comments families leave. This 
may show themes such as families wanting more services. Now the families can indicate 
what services they feel they need. So we have adjusted how we refer families to services 
and what services we need to have in our back pockets! This is also a huge boost for 
morale when you see how families are grateful for what we have helped with.”



MDT Surveys:

“In reviewing results we can see where changes need to be made with regards to the 
dynamics of a particular MDT. Its great to hear from our partner agencies how we have 
helped them, but it is necessary to hear what we need to improve upon to help them 
with these cases.”

Overall:

“We have used comments and outcomes from all surveys to share with our Board of 
Directors how we are doing. We have used this as kudos amongst our staff as well.” 

“With everyone requiring agencies to SHOW how you make a difference, utilizing OMS 
and getting some values on how we make a difference and showing how we have 
improved in particular areas has been extremely helpful!”

This center also uses quotes from caregivers and MDT members in their annual report, 
and other materials, to give context to other statistics.

OMS Spotlight on a Participating CAC



Big Picture: How are State Chapters Using Data?

• Share outcomes with state funders

• As part of existing relationship or when requesting new/additional funding

• Provide statistics on legislative visits to show value of CACs

• Stand out from other organizations competing for funding

• Present results to boards, members, and the public

• Include results in annual reports, newsletters, and presentations

• Add to Chapter website and brochures

• Use data in trainings to demonstrate CAC/MDT goals

• Identify struggling areas & offer assistance



OMS Resources for Members (NCA website)

National reports - “Healing, Justice & Trust” 

2016 reports are available – 2017 reports coming this summer!

Will have 2 versions showing national results of OMS

• Member version – includes many suggestions/takeaways for the CAC field

• Brief version – combines OMS with other data sources

http://nationalchildrensalliance.org/members/oms-resources-members

http://nationalchildrensalliance.org/members/oms-resources-members


OMS Resources for Members (NCA website)
A customizable, professionally-designed template has been made for combining 
results from OMS, statistics, Gap Maps, and other sources to tell a unified story about 
your CAC.  A training video and link to the resource is available on this page.

http://nationalchildrensalliance.org/members/oms-resources-members

http://nationalchildrensalliance.org/members/oms-resources-members


Differences Between Accounts & Links
• Links to each of the survey types for your center – use for collecting 

surveys themselves (on a tablet, entering paper surveys, etc.).

• There is no login required.  The links can be opened on any device connected to 

the internet.

• The code at the end of each link is how the system knows that results belong to 

your center, so surveys results will show up in your reporting dashboards above, 

as well as state, regional, and national aggregated reports, all automatically. 

Please be careful when typing in links – consider using short links.  

• Qualtrics accounts are for viewing results in reporting dashboards.  

There are NO survey administration functions in accounts themselves.

Login Page: https://nca.az1.qualtrics.com/vocalize/login

Username/Email: email@example.com

Password: Use “Forgot Password?” button if needed

Each CAC has one account – share login information with all staff at your center 

who will be working on OMS.  Passwords can be changed using the Forgot 

Password? button, but usernames must be changed by NCA. 

https://nca.az1.qualtrics.com/vocalize/login


Tabs in Dashboards
Your center will have a minimum of 5 tabs for each survey type.  If your center has 
requested additional items, you may have one or more additional tabs for those items.

• Demographics: 1st of 3 tabs showing just your center’s data: Number of surveys, 
completion method, and demographic information such as gender, race/ethnicity, 
and age for children, and professional discipline, years working with the CAC model, 
and county for MDT Surveys.

• Experience Summary (Archived & New): 2nd of 3 tabs showing just your center’s 
data.  Core survey items (multiple choice, etc.) and any comments directly related to 
those items.  Additional tabs in Follow-Up and MDT with N/A responses removed.

• Comments: 3rd of 3 tabs showing just your center’s data.  Comments on 
bigger/more detailed open-ended items.

• Benchmark - Demographics: 1st of 2 tabs benchmarking your center’s performance 
to state, regional, and national results.  Each item has color-coded bars for each 
group (your own center, the state you are in, the region your state is in, and the 
national data).  This particular tab shows benchmarking to demographic items 
previously discussed and shown on the Demographics tab.

• Benchmark - Experience Summary (Archived & New): 2nd of 2 tabs benchmarking 
your center’s performance to state, regional, and national results.  Shows 
benchmarking to all other multiple-choice items on the survey. 

Next: Live Demo



See the full list of surveys by 
clicking the Projects button in 

the right-hand corner

Disregard meta-data on the right.  This 
refers to national totals.  You will see 
your center’s own information in the 
dashboard itself for each survey type.

Select the survey type for which 
you wish to view results



Your center’s data is divided into the 
first 3 tabs (see review on the next page)

Benchmark your results to larger groups –
state, region, national – via the last 2 tabs.

Filter results by timeframe.  “All Time” by 
default, but click to choose a specific date range.

Download by tab or by widget (item) to export a PDF or JPG (screenshots) or a 
CSV spreadsheet (raw data, replaces the “Responses” page in FluidSurveys) 

Switch surveys using the drop-down 
or return to the Projects page.

Filter results by location 
(only necessary if your 
organization oversees 

multiple centers).  Click 
the bar to select one 
center (or state, for 

regional users) or use 
the drop-down menu to 
select multiple locations 
at once (type in the first 
few letters of the name)

Access account settings 
(such as to change the 
password), refresh the 

account to prompt 
updates, or log out.
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QUESTIONS?
For more information, technical support, or any other questions, please contact: 

Kaitlin Lounsbury at klounsbury@nca-online.org or

OMScoordinator@nca-online.org

(202) 548-0090 Ext. 211

Please complete the webinar feedback survey in your follow-up email!

mailto:klounsbury@nca-online.org
mailto:OMScoordinator@nca-online.org

